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ABSTRACT








The body of Catullus’ poetry reaches us via single manuscript which contains remarkably disparate material. If we want to ask what he thought he was doing in his poetry, we should certainly try to consider how it was packaged, what sort of consistency existed within the package, but already we have the problem that the corpus as we have received it appears not to be a book arranged by its author, but some other kind of assemblage. Catullus himself refers to a book or ‘little book’, a libellus, but it seems quite clear that this was not the same as the whole assemblage, and we do not know of exactly what combination of poems it was made.​[2]​ One strategy is to consider some or all of the longer poems as entities in their own right and to regard the shorter poems as a single conceptual body of work with its own aesthetic principles. Thus, we could think of Carm. 64 as a poem with its own literary context and framework in the other mythological poems in hexameters, presumably of the same sort of length, that were being written in the period, fragments of some of which we have, and some of which are referred to in Catullus’ short poems (Cinna’s Zmyrna, for example, or Caecilius’ Magna Mater): since the mid-nineteenth century the term epyllion has been used for poems of this sort. In short, we have a generic model, even if it is perhaps a rather conceptual one, for this kind of poem. As for the residue of shorter poems, we certainly can think of them as a coherent body of work, but in doing so we lose the sharpness of focus on how we ought to regard the fact that Catullus writes poems about Lesbia, apparently the love of his life (whether fictional, semi-fictional, or real) in (amongst others) both lyric meters (of which the audience might expect something more or less elevated) and limping iambics (of which the audience might expect something perhaps vulgar and comic). Are we, the audience, meant to see the emotional experience of love as something valuable or as something comic? A fixed collection that contained within itself such radically different presentations of love must surely be read as saying something distinctive about it. In this paper I want to look at the clues to Catullan aesthetics with particular reference to two poems (Carm. 1 and 50), not in order to investigate the libellus dedicated to Cornelius as such, but to consider the importance, functioning, and nature of the concept of a poetry collection in Catullus’ mind, and how, therefore, we might read the short poems.

I am, therefore, using these two poems as indicators of the genre, the proper sort of unit of assessment in which the poetry more generally should be seen. Perhaps the ‘little book’ dedicated to Cornelius was a Catullan joke,​[3]​ and there was no such libellus, but its dedication poem still gives clues about aesthetics. Perhaps there were numbers of rather similar little books (perhaps with other dedicatory poems that are now lost); in that case poems 1 and 50 are still indicators of the sort aesthetics that would have applied to them.​[4]​ As regards fitting into a book format, the corpus of Catullus’ poetry as it stands is problematic in several ways. It seems too long for an ancient poetry book; it lacks the generic purity of collections brought out later in the Augustan period. It is not presented to us, however, in a random miscellany. It falls into three batches of quite strongly distinctive material. However, the corpus as we have it contains poems not regarded as Catullan, and outside the corpus, among the handful of surviving quotations, there is also at least one line attributed to Catullus which comes from a hendecasyllabic poem, but not a poem we recognise from the collection as we have it (the line is attributed to Catullus by Porphyrion at Hor. Odes 1.16.22).​[5]​) We are told, however, that Catullus produced a collection which he referred to as a libellus, and it is with this entity that I wish to start. I wish to make some propositions about what that libellus, whether real or imaginary, was like, and what sort of expectations Catullus may have had of his audience for a book of his poetry.
The issues with which I am concerned relate largely, though not exclusively, to the part of the corpus generally known as the ‘polymetrics’, and immediately there are some preliminary problems. 
Firstly, the term ‘polymetrics’ is itself unfortunate, suggesting a collection of poems at least some of which are metrically impure. There is no poem in the corpus which contains within itself more than one metrical form – there is nothing like the odder combinations found in the thirteenth book of the Palatine Anthology (cf. 13.13-14), Theocritus’ inclusion of a section in elegiacs within Idyll 8, or the poem in Petronius (Petr. Sat. 5) which starts in scazons and finishes in hexameters. The Catullan corpus as a whole uses various metres, but we do not use the term ‘polymetric’ for the corpus as a whole, only for part of it. From Carm. 65 onwards the collection as we have it is entirely in elegiacs. We do not, however, use the term ‘polymetric’ for the residue (Carm. 1-64), since we tend to think rather of Carm. 62-4 as comprising a group of poems characterised by greater than usual length and perhaps also by thematic bonds. This itself is not straightforward, for Carm. 61 and Carm. 66-8 are noticeably longer than the norm for the corpus; we may, then, be drawn towards thinking of Carm. 61-8 as a group of longer poems (although Carm. 65 within this group is shorter than Carm. 76, which falls in the sequence of shorter elegiacs). The messiness does not end here either, since the long Carm. 61 is metrically more akin to the first (so-called polymetric) batch of material in the corpus than to this hypothetical group of long poems (within which Carm. 63 is another metrical oddity). We are left with Carm 1-60 – or 1-61 – as a group characterised by variety of theme and metre, an imperfectly defined group we habitually call the ‘polymetrics’. However, this usage makes a more or less subliminal suggestion, that the short poems in elegiacs are metrically, and perhaps qualitatively, separate and distinct from the so-called polymetrics. They are different in various ways, but arguably no more so than are the poems in lyric metres from the poems in other meters among Carm. 1-61.
The second problem inherent in the term has already appeared. To what gathering of poems does it properly refer? In other words, should one include Carm. 61? I will be starting from Carm. 1, and 50 with a view to establishing the nature Catullan aesthetics, and it will be part of my intention to allow consideration of what (say) Carm. 61 might contribute to a Catullan collection.  

1. Aesthetics and Carm. 1
The use of the term polymetric can tempt us into thinking of the book dedicated to Cornelius in Carm. 1 as somehow closely related to the so-called polymetric portion of the corpus. It is surely wrong to think that polymetric section (with or without Carm. 61) can on its own tell us what Catullus thought a poetry book should be like, or what it could be able to contain within itself. I make now a complex proposition, the various parts of which I mean to defend in various degrees. Catullus was aware of the possibility of making a body of poetry work as a unit with its own coherent aesthetic ideals, ideals which allowed metrical variety to have a significant role. This corpus, to whatever extent it was embodied in any number of little books, uses meters which fall into at least three groups, and possibly four or five, each of which carried its own generic implications (iambics, hendecasyllables, lyric metres, elegiacs, and hexameters). By weaving some or all of these strains together, especially if that was done in the form of a single libellus, Catullus was doing something quite radical. 

Did Catullus bring out a libellus? Carm. 1 apparently dedicates just such an entity to Cornelius. If that is Cornelius Nepos, it might be possible to see the dedication poem as a joke (see further below), so the poem is not entirely unequivocal evidence. However, the poetry was disseminated and rapidly earned attention and became a foundational influence on the elegists. It is hard to see how the poems could have remained ungathered at all. 
 
In Carm. 1 Catullus dedicates a libellus to Cornelius, traditionally identified as Cornelius Nepos.​[6]​) Even if we allow for an imaginary book, there is clearly a Callimachean element in the diminutive form of the word – a libellus is not a big book –, but on the other hand libellus does not have to contain the sense of a permanently fixed gathering such as find later in Horace’s Odes, say, or Propertius’ Monobiblos. Grammarians who use Catullus cite him using forms such as in elegis or in hendecasyallabis, or just by the author’s name rather than referring to a specific book.​[7]​) On the other hand again, Martial, though considerably later than the poet, uses the word passer (‘sparrow’) a number of times (1.7; 1.109; 4.14.11-14; 7.14.4; 11.6.14-16) almost as a title. In Catullus it is the first word of the first poem which comes after the dedicatory poem in the extant corpus. On some of these occasions, Martial appears to use the word as a playful appellative for a Catullan poem collection, and a standardised one at that (1.7; 4.14.14; 11.6.16), and one at least resembling what we know as the polymetric group.​[8]​) 
The elegists refer to Catullus as a founding figure in the genre of love elegy (Prop. 2.34.81-94; Ovid Am. 3.9.59-66). They (and Juvenal at Juv. 6.3-4) are creating for their own purposes a generalised ‘Lesbia’ corpus made out of the polymetrics and the elegiacs together. To some extent, different authors have different Catulluses,​[9]​) but a polymetric collection also including elegiacs is worth thinking about. This impression of variability might suggest the modern Greek poet Konstantinos Kavafis (commonly referred to as Cavafy in English) as a viable analogue here. Cavafy did not formally publish his poems, but made handwritten and ad hoc gatherings which he gave to various friends. It is certainly possible that there were a number of successive and concurrent, and perhaps partially overlapping, Catullan libelli, the constituent poems of which were cobbled together into our corpus after his death.​[10]​) The citations by grammarians and other later authors of such poets as we tend to associate strongly with Catullus (Cinna, Calvus, etc) perhaps reinforce the idea of the absence of standardised collections.​[11]​)
If we move away from too strict a confinement in the shape of the extant corpus, we can free ourselves to think about what a Catullan body of poetry might look and feel like. Although Carm.61 belongs metrically with 1-60, it is far longer than any of those. We know of other hymenaeal or epithalamial poems from this period, the remaining fragments of which are cited as individual entities (Ticida 1; Calvus 4, both glyconic like Cat. 61, and Calvus 5 in hexameters like Cat 62). On the analogy of the later poet Statius’ use of the word libellus,​[12]​) one might think of Carm. 61 as a libellus in itself. However, one could also think of it bound with other poems of a similar length – or indeed with a number of short poems. These possibilities do not, of course, exclude each other. Carm. 61 could have been found in more than one different Catullan libellus. In any case, if we look at Carm. 1 and Carm. 50 we may begin to form an identikit sketch of the attributes of a possible Catullan libellus.​[13]​)
The first poem of the corpus as we know it dedicates a libellus to a certain Cornelius, the author of a historical work. The poem jokingly characterises the author’s little book in almost entirely physical terms and Cornelius’ history in more literary terms. Cornelius’ work is literature, but Catullus’ just has the physical form of a book. In fact, both of these elements contribute to an implicit outline of key literary features of the little book. The physical description of the libellus emphasises the charm, newness, and the polish of the physical object. However, these are also terms that can apply at a literary level.​[14]​) Lepidus (Carm. 1.1) suggests elegance and refinement,​[15]​) novelty has obvious literary senses, and polish suggests craftsmanship and care. This all sits well with Callimachean aesthetic ideals, as does the smallness implied by the diminutive form of libellus. The book has been polished with dry pumice (arida pumice; 1.2) and we can perhaps allow this dryness to translate itself into a characteristic of a certain type of wit, and to transfer itself from the pumice to the (contents of the) book (cf. Prop. 3.1.8 with tenui pumice). 
We are clearly meant to see a parallelism between the libellus and Cornelius’ history, and this should enlighten us further about the libellus’ programme. However, the matter is not entirely straightforward. It is not unequivocally clear that Cornelius’ history is – allowance being made for genre – like Catullus’ little book, or whether it is somehow contrasted. If we accept the standard identification of Cornelius as Cornelius Nepos, one might wonder how suitable a dedicatee he was for a Callimachean style little poetry book. He wrote poems himself, admittedly; they do not survive, but Pliny refers to his example in a defense of his own habit of writing frivolous (or perhaps erotic) verses (Ep. 5.3; versiculos severos parum). Pliny lists a number of eminent Romans (including Cicero, Asinius Pollio, M. Messala, and Seneca) who wrote the same kind of poetry, adds Julius Caesar, Augustus, Nerva, and Tiberius, and ‘passes over’ (i.e. mentions) Nero. By the time he mentions Nepos, along with Virgil, Ennius, and Accius, the original point has broadened to the point where we can no longer really tell what kind of poetry Nepos wrote. Nepos himself praises (posthumously) the elegance of Catullus’ poetry (Atticus 12.4), but this tells us nothing about his own poetry, since the very same characteristic is there also attributed to Lucretius. Nothing, however, suggests that Nepos did anything more than dabble in verse much as Pliny was to do later. 
If there is a different level of engagement with poetry on the parts of Catullus and of Nepos, there is a qualitative difference too: Nepos clearly has a very different literary ideology. Catullus’ Cornelius was a historian; Cornelius Nepos we know was primarily a biographer of important people. In either case, Cornelius was concerned with events and lives on the public scale, but Catullus was engaged with the minutiae of social and private experience. Catullus’ concern for the smaller scale surely points towards a positive value judgment on the relative importance of these areas of experience and the value-systems implicit in them.​[16]​) Cornelius may, then, seem a rather unexpected dedicatee. Of course, it may not be easy to weigh this up. On the one hand, we know that Catullus did not need the patronage that the authors of many addressed epigrams did. He is quite unlike Philodemus. Looking from a post-Augustan perspective we might think that this would make it possible for Catullus to use a programmatically pointed or suggestive addressee – as Horace does repeatedly. On the other hand, we see that Memmius is in many ways as odd an addressee in Lucretius’ De Rerum Natura. Too many other poetry books or collections from the period are lacking or too fragmentary for us to be sure that ideas about using addressees for other than polite scrounging had yet materialised to any extent. We must wonder whether Catullus is whimsically playing with the convention of addressed literature because he is in a position not to need to dedicate books of poetry.
How, then, does Catullus present Cornelius’ literary endeavour? It is a brave one requiring daring (ausus es; 5), this unfolding of all time in three books. There is, at least potentially, even something surprisingly potentially Callimachean in the historian’s boiling down of a huge temporal scope into a proportionally small literary artefact.​[17]​) The word Catullus uses, cartis (6) properly means sheets (of papyrus), which emphasises the disparity strongly. This is clearly a very different degree of concentration from the historical writing of Sallust, Livy, or Tacitus;​[18]​) perhaps we cannot avoid the feeling that Catullus intends us to think that it might have been cramped or sketchy. The same sort of doubts persist in the next line. The sheets are described as learned and laborious (doctis, laboriosis). Learning and craft have their place in the Callimachean programme, but laborious could as well have negative connotations as positive. Was Cornelius’ history no more than fact ridden, laboured, and hard to read? Since this is a dedicatory poem addressed to Cornelius we first assume that there is a straightforward rightness of fit between the polished Callimachean poet and the admirer of his verses (4), whose own historical writing, while not actually poetry, nevertheless exhibits quasi-Callimachean virtues. But the doubts cannot be eliminated. The compression of all time into three sheets sits perhaps a little ironically with the three generations Catullus prays his little book will last (9-10).​[19]​) We have seen that Cornelius Nepos’ admiration for Catullus was genuine (Atticus 12.4), but surely one wants to be admired by someone who understands one’s aesthetic principles. Cornelius Nepos’ association of Catullus with Lucretius and Julius Calidus, and his almost equally high regard for all three, might not have impressed Catullus, had he lived to read it. 
What we are surely left with is a programmatic poem of dry and ambiguous wit in the form of a dedication, but with a playfully unexpected dedicatee, and a playful parallelism between the programme of Catullus’ little book of polished, carefully crafted, and dry or witty poetry, and the description of Cornelius’ little, but learned and laboriosus, history. 

2. Variety of metre and Carm. 50
If the playful ambiguity and teasing application of literary terms tells us quite a lot about what to expect of a Catullan book, Carm. 50 may tell us something else about the nature of Catullan poetic ideals.​[20]​) Here again we have a partly ironic version of a convention – the love poem.
In this poem, however, the love-object is replaced by Licinius Calvus, the poet with whom Catullus is paired repeatedly by later writers, to such an extent that ‘Calvo-Catullan poetry’ might almost be thought of as a genre in itself.​[21]​) The two have spent a day in each other’s company writing impromptu poems in turns for fun. The poems are emphatically characterised as playful (lusimus, ludebat, iocum; 2, 5, 6), the occupation of an idle (otiosi, 1) pair, full of charm and wit (lepore, facetiis; 7, 8; cf.12.8-9). 
What this poem adds to the picture we already have from Carm. 1 is an emphasis on the social context of poetry writing, the ephemeral and nugatory character of the situation, the element of mutual response and competition, the repeated explicit emphasis on playfulness, and the element of metrical variety. Scribens versiculos uterque nostrum / ludebat numero modo hoc modo illoc (4-5) tells us that the two poets each used a variety of metres. The surviving fragments of Calvus use some of the same pool of metres as we find in Catullus’ poetry – hendecasyllables, scazons, glyconics, hexameters, elegiacs​[22]​) – and this points towards the kind of variety Catullus means in Carm. 50. Of course this was a game, a passing moment whose poetic product was not preserved, but it matches the values implied by the short poems as a whole, and by the use of the word ‘trifles’ (nugas) in Carm. 1, and the high value put on metrical variety in the context of this game matches the linguistic gamesmanship and metrical variety of the larger body of the short poems.
The poems written on this occasion were obviously not the libellus dedicated in Carm. 1 – for one thing, that book contained only poems by Catullus himself. However, Carm. 50 implies the concept of a metrically varied corpus unified by the circumstances of composition and the overall aesthetics of the poems. That is to say, Catullus’ representation of the idea of those unrecoverable, more or less spontaneous bits of verse represented for Catullus’ audience and represents for us the idea of a Catullan-style book. These poems which now exist only in the imagination nevertheless manage to embody that idea. We, of course, do not have those Calvo-Catullan poems, but neither did Catullus’ audience; Catullus’ audience only had – as we do – Carm. 50 and their imaginations. Together with Carm. 1 we can use Carm. 50 to make an identikit image of a small collection of poems, witty, clever, crafted, apparently spontaneous, concerned with the social ephemera of Roman aristocratic life, and using a variety of metres, perhaps especially hendecasyllables (the metre of Carm. 1 and 50).
This issue of polymetricality – and its degree – is very important. What metres might a Catullan (or Calvo-Catullan) libellus have contained? Hendecasyllables, certainly, scazons almost equally certainly, and presumably also other iambics.​[23]​) What, however, about hexameters, elegiacs, and glyconics? What, moreover, about the lyric metres (including Sapphics) found in Catullus’ extant corpus (but not in the fragments of Calvus and Cinna)? We can make a certain degree of headway with this issue.
Most of the hexameters in Catullus and other related poets seem to have been used in the form of mythological poems like Carm. 64, poems long enough to constitute their own libelli. Epithalamial poetry (Catullus Carm. 62; Calvus fr. 5) and other ‘occasional’ poetry like Cinna’s Propempticon Pollionis (fr. 1) – famous in its own day – probably accounted for the rest of the hexameter output. Such poems also could well have constituted individual libelli,​[24]​) although there is nothing to prevent us imagining a libellus made up of a poem like the epithalamial hexameters of Carm. 62 and a handful of other kinds of poem (especially if we think of the combination of hexameters and hendecasyllables in some of the books of Statius’ admittedly considerably later Silvae).
Most of the elegiacs in the extant corpus of Catullus are short (and now separated from the polymetric group, which contains none). Carm. 68 is of some length, however, and again we have the possibility that long elegiac poems may have made up or been part of libelli. However, one might certainly have expected short elegiac poems to have a natural right of entry into polymetric booklets of epigrams (as in Callimachus and Theocritus, and later in the Priapea, the Catalepton, and the Epigrams of Martial), and, for what it is worth, one may also recall that the elegists treat the Lesbia poems as a corpus irrespective of metre.
The same possibility holds for glyconic epithalamia like Carm. 61 (cf. Calvus fr. 4; Ticida fr. 1), that they may have comprised the whole or part of individual libelli. What about other the other lyric poems we have in the extant corpus? The stanzas of Carm. 34 and 61 use combination of glyconics and pherecrateans;​[25]​) Carm. 17 uses the Priapean, another glyconic and pherecratean combination; Carm. 30 is in the Greater Asclepiadean. Finally, there are Carm. 11 and 51 in Sapphics.​[26]​) Could these poems, or any subset of them, have appeared in the libellus dedicated in Carm. 1, any other libellus Catullus may have produced, or any of the libelli presumably brought out by Calvus, Cinna, and the like? The reasons for saying no would be – in the case of any of these propositions – that lyric metres, crudely, are generically elevated and do not belong in basically epigrammatic collections, and – in the case of Cinna and other neoterics – the only evidence of lyric metres among neoterics apart from Catullus is for glyconic epithalamia (Calvus fr. 4 and Ticida fr. 1) and one could believe that these would be long poems making up libelli of there own.​[27]​)
The second of these arguments is a weak one. For one thing, we cannot argue from the absence of lyric fragments that other poets did not write in lyric metres. Moreover, we would still have to ask where Catullus’ rather few lyric poems belonged unless with other short, though not lyric, poems.​[28]​ Given the length of Carm. 61, we could imagine that the lyric poems formed a book of their own, except that no later writer cites a Catullan book of lyric poetry, and Horace’s claim to be the first Latin lyric poet would have been even more tendentious than it already is (Odes 3.30; Epp. 1.19.23ff). There are two remaining possibilities: these poems were never put in any collection, other than in a posthumous edition, presumably for the sake of completeness, or that they appeared in one or more libelli as dedicated in Carm. 1. Here we return to the first argument mentioned just above, that lyric metres do not belong in the same collection as hendecasyllables and iambics, and that lumping lyric poems in with epigrams would utterly destabilise the audience’s expectations, and this constitutes an extremely important issue. Firstly, then, we should ask whether there are actually positive arguments which might lead us to believe that Catullus might have made a book incorporating such a radical metrical mixture? Various considerations may be brought to bear here. 
Firstly, although Carm. 50 does not describe a formal collection of poems, something that might have been prefaced with a dedicatory poem for example, it does, however, provide us with the notion of a conceptual collection, and one especially marked with the values of spontaneity and variety of metre. If we then ask what metres could be included in such an impromptu and ephemeral assemblage, the first place we would look for an analogue is the extant corpus of Catullan short and designedly spontaneous-looking poems, a corpus which includes Carm. 50 itself and, of course, the lyric poems listed above. 
Since the Catullan corpus is itself in dispute, we can look at other collections. There is the mixture of metres in the Augustan collection known as the Priapea, the (Augustan) Catalepton, and, later, Statius’ Silvae. The Priapea chiefly comprises hendecasyllables and elegiacs, but also contains iambics (usually in the form of scazons) and – the metre of Catullus Carm. 17 – a Priapean (86). The Catalepton contains miscellaneous subject matter (including a parody of Catullus Carm. 4; Catalepton 10) and is in elegiacs, iambics and scazons, and epodic iambics (trimeters alternating with dimeters). 
The matter of the Silvae is one of a certain complexity and will be more illuminating for taking Martial into the picture as well. Martial claims Catullus as a predecessor in epigram.​[29]​) In doing so, he treats Catullus’ polymetric group together with the Catullan elegiacs as a single entity, for Martial intermixes elegiacs, hendecasyllables, scazons and a small number of other metres in all the numbered books.​[30]​) Statius makes a show of regarding the poems of the Silvae, despite their length, as epigrammatic too.​[31]​) He uses a Catullan modesty​[32]​) and there is much of a Catullan spirit in the occasionality and content of the poems of the Silvae.​[33]​) The metrical consistency of the Silvae contributes to this. Book 3 and the posthumous Book 5 are unmixed hexameter books; Books 1 and 2 are each entirely in hexameters except for the final poem, but the use of even only one hendecasyllabic poem in each of these hexameter books is very striking).​[34]​) In the fourth book, however, we find something perhaps even more striking: an interweaving of hexameters (1, 2, 4, 6, and 8) with three other metres in the body of the collection, hendecasyllables (in two poems, Silv. 3 and 9),​[35]​) and two lyric metres, namely Alcaeics (5) and Sapphics (7). We have, then, a mixture of an epigrammatic metre with two other very different metrical entities, the hexameter and two lyric metres all within the bounds of a single book. While the short poems of Catullus clearly fed into – and were claimed by – the elegiac tradition, nothing stopped Martial and Statius from reclaiming them as their own generic antecedents and inventing a different literary history for themselves. The incorporation, then, of hexameters, hendecasyllables, and lyric metres in the same book suggests that Statius may have been looking to the example of Catullus.​[36]​) 
So, we may return to the question of just how alien lyric metres are from epigrammatic ones. For Statius (a considerably later poet than Catullus), the inclusion of two ostensibly elevated metricalities, hexameter and lyric metres) along with the epigrammatic and traditionally unlofty hendecasyllables in Book 5 is clearly generically pointed and clearly plays with audience expectations of these metres, but there is a certain amount of relevant material from before Catullus’ time to consider as well.
Theocritus’ inclusion of a small group (28-30) of Greater Asclepiads in the Idylls is at least noteworthy, and Catullus was certainly attuned to Hellenistic poetry. Callimachus was more important for Catullus and closer to the core of Catullus’ aesthetics. Here, however, there seems to be less of a lyric presence, although it is possible that at the end of the Iambi Callimachus may have included four poems which might be considered to be in lyric metres.​[37]​) There is arguably more of a precedent of a different sort in Lucilius, a poet by whom Catullus was influenced in other ways as well. Among the early books of Lucilius’ satires (Books 26-30), Book 28 included septenarii, senarii, and hexameters and Book 29 may have added other metres too. Although this does not give us a mixture of lyric and epigrammatic metres, the mixture of comic metres and hexameters is at least as extreme. In other respects, too, there are similarities between the two poets, making the metrical parallel the more forceful. Both poets deal with the experience of day-to-day life in their own social sphere, both delight in incongruities of stylistic register, and in both what holds centrality of interest is the poet himself, his likes and dislikes, minor events in his and his friend’s lives.​[38]​) Lucilius, finally, uses words to describe his poetry which seem to prefigure Catullus’ use of nugae (‘trifles’; Carm. 1.4): thus we find in Lucilius’ fragments sermo (‘conversation’), ludus (‘game’; cf. ludo at Carm. 50) (1039M, apparently also at Lucil. 1085 and 1086W), and schedium (‘impromptu poem’; 1131W). The similarities between Lucilius and Catullus are very striking. The somewhat stereotypical picture of Catullus as a poet revolutionary because of his treatment of love and the single dominating emotional presence of ‘Lesbia’​[39]​) contains much truth, but it should be emphasised that the idea of a collection of short poems revolving around the author’s friendships and enmities – a channelling, as it were, of Lucilian matter into an epigrammatic mould – is perhaps equally revolutionary, and the metrical tension adds something to this: the mixture of metres could be read as suggesting that this body of thematic material can by turns seem funny and genuinely emotionally significant. 
Two other figures deserve at least a mention: Plautus and Varro. Catullus’ short poems have obvious comic affinities, and one can see similarities in speeches, situations, and language between the comedies of Plautus and Catullan monologues (like Carm. 8).​[40]​) The fact that one might see Plautine comedies as polymetric collections of speeches and songs is perhaps not irrelevant to the idea of a small book of short poems in various metres. Finally, there are the poems interspersed in the prosimetric Menippean Satires of Varro. These poems use hexameters, comic iambics and trochaics, some lyric metres, scazons, and hendecasyllables. Although the framework is that of the containing satires rather than the concept of a poetry collection, that framework does still provide a sort of conceptual unity for the poems contained therein, and the similarity to Catullus’ assemblage of poems in different metres is incipient, but fairly clear.

3. Generic mixture
There is, then, precedent for metrical variety in both formal and informal gatherings of poems, even including some admixture of lyric metres. The conventional idea that lyric is more elevated than epigram is strong, but packaging is crucial. Horace wrote books of lyric poems (the Odes) and of iambic poems (the Epodes), but any metrical tension is neutralised by the autonomy created by the different types of metre being separated into different books. If Catullus included hendecasyllables, iambics, and lyric metres in an individual book there may will have been a powerful novelty about it, even if other neoterics were doing something similar at the same time. However, we need to assess the extent to which Catullus treated these generic strands as significantly different from each other. 
In an important study of Catullan language in the polymetric group, Jocelyn (1999)​[41]​) argued that both in generic antecedents and the reader-expectations belonging thereto, and in stylistic register – that is to say in metrical practice, vocabulary, and syntax – at least two, and possibly three, distinct generic strains can be seen in the short non-elegiac poems. If we also bring these short elegiacs into the picture, then the picture of Catullus’ game with audience expectations is correspondingly more complex.
The iambic poems (Carm. 4, 8, 22, 25, 29, 31, 37, 39, 44, 52, 59, and 60) use patterns associated with the paradigmatic early Greek iambists Archilochus​[42]​) and Hipponax. These associations are not obliterated by the use of iambics by Callimachus in his Iambi. The scazon or limping iambic (Carm. 8, 22, 31, 39, 44, 59, 60) in particular retains its Hipponactean colouring, which is reinforced by Callimachus’ use of the metre and of (or so it seems) Hipponax himself as a mouthpiece in Iambus 1 and by Theocritus’ sepulchral epigram for him (Anth. Pal. 13.3 = Epig. 19).​[43]​) In its occasional appearances in Latin elsewhere the scazon strongly maintains an abusive or mocking flavour.​[44]​) More generally, Catullus uses the term iambi for poems of aggressive abusiveness.​[45]​) 
Catullus uses the hendecasyllable in the majority of the non-elegiac short poems (Carm. 1-3, 5-7, 9-10, 12-16, 21, 23-4, 26-8, 32-3, 35-6, 38, 40-3, 45-50, and 53-8). Although there is an element of background for the hendecasyllable in certain lyric stanzas,​[46]​) continuous runs of stichic hendecasyllables (perhaps first used in the epigrams of the fourth century Greek poet Phalaecus; cf, Anth. Pal. 13.6) are characteristically epigrammatic in Greek and Latin.​[47]​) Catullus uses the term hendecasyllabi indistinguishably from iambi to connote hectoring and abusive poems.​[48]​) 
Clearly, the perceived characters of iambi and hendecasyllabi were incompletely distinguished,​[49]​) and the metric miscellany of the Palatine Anthology Book 13 (containing both, amongst others), of Theocritus’ Epigrams (containing both amongst others), and the appearance of both among the metres used by Varro in the Menippean Satires) suggests that Catullus would not have been innovative in using both in one libellus.
Lyric metres are used in five of the shorter poems (Carm. 11, 17, 30, 34, and 51), and a sixth, longer, poem (Carm. 61). The Greater Asclepiadean (Carm. 30) has antecedents in Sappho and Alcaeus, and it was used in Attic drinking songs (cf. Arist. Wasps 1239). We also have examples from Callimachus (fr. 400 Pf) and Theocritus (Idylls 28-30). This distribution, and the fact that the poet after whom the metre was named was an Alexandrian epigrammatist (Asclepiades), though none of his survive, suggest that the metre does not belong to the core of lyric metres.​[50]​) On the other hand, it was subsequently used in three Odes of Horace (1.11; 1.18; 4.10). The Priapean (Carm. 17), combining in single lines a glyconic and a pherecratean, was used, according to Hephaestion (pp. 33-4 Consbruch), by Anacreon, and appears sporadically in Greek Lyric and Tragedy (Pindar Ol. 1.1; Aesch. Ag. 407-8, Soph. OT 1187) and was used stichically in continous runs by Anacreon (373 Page). Later its use for Hellenistic hymns to Priapus gave it its name. The Latin evidence, arguably, weakens the sense that this metre was clearly marked as lyric (rather than Hellenistic and novel) in Catullus’ time.​[51]​) By contrast, Glyconic and pherecretean (Carm. 34 and 61) stanzas go back to Anacreon (357 Page), and in addition Catullus’ poems in these metres have typical lyric themes.​[52]​) Finally, Carm. 11 and 51 are very striking indeed. They are in Sapphics, the metre named after one of the canonic Lyric poets, the poet, furthermore, whose geographical provenance provided the name for the central female figure of Catullus’ body of short poetry, Lesbia. Indeed the name figures in a partial translation by Catullus of a poem (also in Sapphics) by Sappho herself. It could hardly be more strongly signalled that this poem, Carm. 11, is a lyric poem.​[53]​) 
As to Catullus’ linguistic and poetic usage in these three strands, Jocelyn (1999) shows that in the non-elegiac short poems at least two and possibly three kinds of language ‘were perceptible to a first-century BC reader or hearer’ (Jocelyn 1999, 336). As well as the metrical indications of genre outlined above, there are distinctions of style, vocabulary, and syntax. In an examination of the lyric poems and the eleven hendecasyllables (Carm. 10, 12, 16, 21, 28, 32, 33, 35, 49, 50, 53) and three iambic poems (Carm. 29, 31, 52), Jocelyn (1999) found a range of features alien to everyday language in all three categories, but massed ‘strikingly and significantly’ (1999, 342) in the lyrics, and more present in the iambics than the hendecasyllables. The lyrics tend to a greater formality and dignity and a more restricted variety than the other categories (Jocelyn 1999, 343)
As to subject matter, which is less central to Jocelyn’s concerns, there are again distinctions. Abuse is found in all three categories, but it takes up a good proportion of the space in the iambics, perhaps somewhat less in the hendecasyllables, and clearly less again (and in less crude terms) in the lyrics (the end of Carm. 11; the substance of Carm. 30). Poems of friendship, celebrating the comings and goings, the loves and so forth, of his friends, are strongly particular to the hendecasyllables. Poems occupying a space between these two kinds, i.e. poems where the abuse seems to deserve being considered banter, also tend to typify hendecasyllables. Realistic social and other settings with circumstantial realia – perhaps one might call this phenomenon ‘Lucilianism’ – are found to some extent in the iambics and in the lyric Carm. 17, but are characteristic of the hendecasyllables. Realistic (or ‘Lucilian’) names, names that is like Varus, Fabullus, Piso and so forth, are also chiefly characteristic of the hendecasyllables. Lesbia poems are found in all three categories, least prominently in the iambics (only Carm. 8 in scazons, where, in fact the girl is not actually named). It is perhaps not too subjective to claim that a comic tone is especially characteristic of the scazons. The content of the lyric poems is in varying degrees distinctive. Carm. 51 is a Sapphic translation, Carm. 34 a hymn, Carm. 61 an epithalamium, all typical lyric fare. The content of Carm. 11 in itself is not conventionally lyric, but it does depend for its effect on the archetypally lyric Carm. 51. Carm. 17, although it too is not typically lyrical in content, is clearly different from the body of the short poems (apart from perhaps Carm. 45, the hendecasyllabic poem about the love of Acme and Septimius. Carm. 30 abuses a betrayer of Catullus, but in a less crude manner than much of the abuse in the hendecasyllables and iambics. There is, moreover, a precedent for this kind of utterance in the lyrics of Alcaeus (cf. 129 Lobel Page)
The short elegiac poems cannot, as we have seen, be excluded from consideration from an account of the Catullan libellus. Here too style, language, manner, and content tend to be distinctive and individual. There is abuse in this type of poetry too, but the poems of love, friendship, and abuse all lack the circumstantial realia and social settings of especially the hendecasyllables, but to some extent all the other categories of short poem. The verse here – albeit only once (Carm. 116.8) – admits the obsolescent elision of final ‘s’ (whereas the character of the non-elegiac short poems is modernising), and also – where the emotional temperature rises – the roughness of a high rate of elision. On the other hand, although the form of these poems is in many respects conventional, there is the ideological novelty of the use of the language of amicitia and foedus for love in these and not the other short poems.
There are also, of course, crossovers, blurrings of the boundaries, between these metrical categories. The hendecasyllabic Septimius and Acme poem (Carm. 45) lacks the strong and immediate connection with Catullus’ own social and erotic sphere typically found in the hendecasyllables, and on the whole resembles in some degree the lyric Carm. 17 instead. In particular, one also might look at Carm. 46, a poem in hendecasyllables, which, I have argued elsewhere, nonetheless maintains an unbroken level of stylistic elevation.​[54]​ The petty theft of the hendecasyallabic Carm. 12 is dealt with more aggressively in the iambic Carm. 25. Hendecasyllabic and iambic abuse come very close to each other in Carm. 28 and 29, and in Carm. 52 and 53. The use of the unpalateable reading material in the hendecasyllabic Carm. 14 has some resemblance to that in the scazons of Carm. 44. The name ‘Lesbia’ appears (in the collections as we have it) before Carm. 51, but it is in that poem that association with Greek lyric is most patent. When it appears in non-lyric poems, it is itself a symptom of generic blending. There is, furthermore, an element of stylistic inconcinnity which is always ready to break out within any one of the non-elegiac short poems. Sometimes there is a flurry of conspicuous elevation in an otherwise base poem (Carm. 44), sometimes the levels fluctuate (Carm. 3), sometimes there is some sort of prolonged elevation preparing for a dramatic reversal (Carm. 2, 11), sometimes the level tends to the high but is punctured momentarily (Carm. 4). Not every Catullan short poem, but most of the play their own game of generic miscegenation or crossbreeding, and this both re-enacts on the level of the individual poem what would have been happening at the level of any Catullan libellus as a whole and also enhances the effects and impact of generic miscegenation at the level of the assemblage. Thus the proper unit of assessment for looking at (say) the apparently simplistic and crude Carm. 58 is not that of the individual poem, but the larger poetic framework.

In conclusion then,​[55]​ the extant corpus contains a run of short poems in various metres, some longer poems, and a gathering of poems in elegiacs. Although various well-rehearsed considerations (length of book rolls, peculiar distribution of types of poem and of individual poems within the assemblage, evidence of other Catullan poems outside what we know as the corpus) suggest that we do not actually have the libellus referred to in Carm. 1, nevertheless Carm. 1 suggests strongly that the concept of a collection, and one making some claim on posterity, was important in the Catullan aesthetic. Moreover, although the set of poems referred to in Carm. 50 was not a formal collection, but the product of a game per iocum atque vinum, nonetheless that poem suggests strongly that metrical variety was an important element of the sense of fun which is embedded and enshrined in the corpus as we have it, and which was evidently a core value in the Catullan aesthetic. What then might a Catullan book have looked like? Hendecasyllables and iambics are unproblematic mixture with precedent, but Carm. 50 suggests a greater variety would be valued, and the existence of the lyric poems provides candidates; nor can elegiacs be excluded just because they are separated from the ‘polymetric’ part of our corpus. The stylistically variegated nature of most of the non-elegiac short poems in the extant corpus suggests that lyric tones would not be out of place in the collection. Carm. 8 and 46, for examples, reinforce this idea strongly; the one in many ways a lyric poem in hendecasyllables giving ordinary ephemeral experience a heightened poetic flavour, and in the other comic scazons questioning the validity of the almost lyric touches applied to the memory of love. The inclusion of lyric poems and the diffusion of potentially destabilising lyric features throughout the assemblage would have produced a disturbing mixture in which both the utterly trivial and the deeply emotional seem sometimes comic and sometimes epiphanic and sometimes in unresolved conflict. This anarchic lyricization of Lucilian experience contains a radical ideology in the late republic. In his fusion of different generic strains, Catullus created a new genre, a polygeneric kaleidoscope whose diverse legacy gives a corollary of just how anarchic it actually was; ‘love poetry’, Epigram, and Statius’ silvatic ‘post-epigram’ all claim him. In this poetry the duties of the Roman, civic, military, and provincial responsibilities barely figure. Instead, we have a revolutionary poetic world in which Catullus and his friends and enemies live and move​[56]​) in a world which is like that of Lucilian satire, but instead seeing this world through the lens of satiric judgment we look through a variety of comic and lyric lenses both at the level of the individual poem and of the larger unit.

Frederick Jones
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^1	  In an earlier article (Jones 2008), I exemplified the way Catullus plays with generic expectations in a study of Carm. 46. There I mentioned fairly briefly the context of generic mixture the Catullan libellus, whatever that looked like. In this paper, I look more closely at this latter aspect of the question, since the generic context or framing of a metrical variety has a profound effect on how the variety impinges on the audience.
^2	  . The libellus apparently dedicated to Nepos has been much discussed: cf. Starr 1987; Skinner 2007; Butrica 2007; Gaisser 2009: 22-44. See especially Bellandi 2007, esp. chapters 1 and 3.
^3	  Gaisser 2009: 25-6 adds her voice to those who reject a reading of the dedication poem as ironic, though she admits the possibility of some teasing. 
^4	  Another possibility would be that the only libelli were made up of those poems long enough on their own individually to constitute a libellus, and all the shorter poems were ungathered, uncollected until after Catullus’ death. In this case, I believe we would still be entitled to consider the corpus as a conceptual collection governed by the aesthetics outlined within.
^5	 . Fragments (in Mynors’ Oxford text) also include lines from a Priapic dedication and references to other poems, possibly of other genres again.
^6	 . Catullus calls his addressee Cornelius; Ausonius Ecl. 1.1 (p.86 Peiper) refers to Cat. Carm. 1 and uses the name Nepos. Of the history Catullus ascribes to Cornelius we know nothing else. A Cornelius is the addressee of Carm. 102 and the name occurs in 67.35.
^7	 . The evidence is quite extensive. References to Catullus are conveniently gathered by Wiseman (1985, 246-62.
^8	 . Cf. Skinner (1981), 12-13.
^9	 . There is, for example, Catullus as epigrammatist (Martial Praef. 1; 2.71.1-5; 7.99.5-9); there is the Catullus of hendecasyllables (Sen. Contr. 7.4.7; Pliny Ep. 4.14.5), iambus (Quint. 10.1.96; Porphyrion on Hor. Odes 1.16.24), and abuse (Pliny NH 36.48; Tac. Ann. 4.34.8). There are very numerous references to Catullus by later writers; see Wiseman [n.7].
^10	 .Cf. Skinner (1981, 4-5), citing older scholarship; Gaisser 2009: 30-31.
^11	 . We find citations in similar manners to those found for Catullus. We also find refernces to specific mythological poems (Smyrna, Io, Cornificius’ Glaucus) and epithalamial poems, as though these were independent entities to which we might compare Cat. Carm. 62, 64 and so on. Carm. 63 may also have been or become a fashionable format (cf. n. 21 below).
^12	 . See libelli at Stat. Silv.  praef 1.3 (= the poems of book 1; cf. pr. 3.2); leves libellos quasi epigrammatis loco scriptos at praef. 2.16 (= Silv. 2.3 and 2.4); primus libellus at praef. 1.16 (= Silv. 1.1); libellus at praef. 1.27 (= Silv. 1.4). By contrast, totus liber at praef. 2.4 means a whole book (book 2); huic libro at praef. 2.23 means book 2; see too tertius hic Silvarum liber at praef. 3.7; cf liber at praef. 4.1, 4. 
^13	 . This raises the issue of the order of Carm. 1-60 (or 61) in the extant corpus. The fragments of poems from outside the extant corpus (see [n.6]) raise doubts. In addition, the order and separation of Carm. 11 and 51 is puzzling. Unlike those other pairs of poems that belong together (Carm. 2 and 3, and 5 and 7), Carm. 11 and 51 are neither in close proximity, nor in the natuiral reading order. What is added to Carm. 51 (beginning of the ‘Lesbia story’) by reading it after rather than before Carm. 11 (the ‘end’)? Furthermore, Carm. 51 explains ‘Lesbia’s, name: the fifty-first poem of a book is a very late position to do that. The metrical arrangement of the poems suggests to Jocelyn an organising principle at work (Jocelyn 1999, 375), although he is uncommitted to preferring Catullus or an editor as the responsible party (Bellandi 2007 is against the idea of Catullus as the arranger).
^14	 . Carm. 22 uses physical description of Suffenus’ book in a related, but more complex way.
^15	 . Lepidus etc in Catullus 6.17 of his verse;  6.2 of one of its subjects so too 10.4lepus at 12.8, 32.2
^16	 . See Minyard (1985) on Cicero, Caesar, Catullus, and Lucretius.
^17	 . Cornelius is the only Italian to dare to do this (unus Italorum; 5). We may think of the Augustan poets’ habit of being the first to transfer their genre from Greek into Latin, but at this earlier stage it is not so clear that Catullus means this. If he does, the difference between ‘first’ and ‘only’ may be significant.
^18	 . Cicero’s comment on Atticus’ history (Brutus 15), ut explicatis ordinibus temporum uno in conspectus omnia viderem, suggests something more or less similar.
^19	 . There is a pun on Nepos (= ‘grandson’) here, which helps to confirm the identity of the Cornelius in the poem with the biographer. Cf. Henderson (1993) 253.
^20	 . Further gleanings about aesthetic values and appropriate subject matters may be got from Carm. 22, 35, 36, but these are not my concern here.
^21	 . Hor. Sat. 1.10.19 with Porphyrion and ps.-Acro; Prop. 2.25.3-4; Ov. Am. 3.9.62; Pliny Ep. 1.16.5; Sentius Augurinus quoted in Pliny Ep. 4.27.4; Gellius Noctes Atticae 19.9.7.
^22	 . The same sort of metrical assemblage is found in the fragments of Cinna and others we associate with Catullus.  
^23	 . Iambic senarius is used in Cat. 4 and 29, iambic trimester in 52, iambic tetrameter catalectic in 25. On the distinction between iambics and hendecasyllables see below.
^24	 . Cinna’s Prompempticon Pollionis is cited by name by Charisius (Cinna fr. 1 and 4 Courtney) and in a poem by Parthenius (Lloyd-Jones and Parsons 1983, 639); a hexameter epithalamium of Calvus (fr. 5 Courtney) by Priscian.
^25	 . Carm. 34 has stanzas of three glyconics and one pherecratean, whereas Carm. 61 has four glyconics and one pherecratean.
^26	 . Carm. 63 is in galliambics, a metre restricted to poems about Cybele and her castrated priests, the Galli. In Greek we have two galliambic lines quoted by the metrician Hephaestion (12.3), a comment that Callimachus used galliambics (Choeroboscus, commenting on Hephaestion). In Latin we have two fragments from one of Varro’s Menippean Satires (fr. 131, 132 Bücheler), the Eumenides, fragments of the highly Catullan Maecenas (5, 6 Courtney), and some anonymous fragments quoted along with those of Maecenas (see Maecenas fr. 5-6 Courtney). We do not know the metre of Caecilius’ poem about Cybele (Cat. Carm. 35).  
^27	 . Calvus fr. 4 is cited by Charisius as in poemate, Ticida fr. 1 is cited by Priscian as in hymenaeo.
^28	  
^29	 . Watson and Watson (2003), 34-6.
^30	 . Elegiacs form the bulk of the corpus, being the sole or virtually sole metre of the De spectaculis, the Xenia (Mart. 13) and Apophoreta (Mart. 14), and forming about 75% of each of the remaining books (Mart. 1-12). Hendecasyllables, the staple of Catullus’ polymetrics, are also frequent at just under 20% of books 1-12. There is also a significant proportion of poems in scazons at about 6% of the poems in books 1-12. There is a small miscellany of other metres: pure hexameters four times (at 1.53, 6.64, 2.73, 7.98), iambics twice (at 6.12 and 11.77), epodic combination of iambic and dimeter four times (at 1.49, 3.14, 9.77, 11.59), a unique epodic scazon and dimeter (at 1.61), and a unique sotadean (at 3.29). See Watson and Watson (2003, 26-9) for some more detail.
^31	 . Statius describes Silvae 2.3 and 2.4 as  leves libellos quasi epigrammatis loco scriptos (praef. 2.16)
^32	 . See especially haec qualiacumque sunt at praef. 2.28. Cf. opuscula at praef. 2.3, cf. praef. 4.3.
^33	 . Statius has an epithalamium (Silv. 1.2), the death of a parrot (2.4), a dinner party, villas (1.3; 2.2), the baths of Claudius Etruscus (1.5), Rutilius Gallicus’ recovery from an illness (1.4), the dedication of Flavius Earinus’ hair (3.4), a table statue (4.6), the tale of tree on Melior’s estate (2.3) and the playful hendecasyllables to Plotius Grypus (4.9, recalling Catullus 14 and perhaps 50) – as themes, these and others reflect the texture of everyday experience in a way analogous to the thematic consistency of Catullus’ polymetrics. On Statius and Catullus see Bright (1980), 6-7. 
^34	 . On the hendecasyllable as the ‘anti-heroic measure par excellence’ see Morgan (2000), 114-120; Morgan (2004), 18-20.
^35	 . As the other hendecasyllabic poems close books, perhaps Newmayer (1979, 57) is right to suggest that 4.3 closes the group of Domitian-poems with which the book starts. 
^36	 . In doing this Statius implies that Catullus was responsible for the inclusion of lyric metres along with the epigrammatic metres, although he could, of course, have done this even if he had been looking at a posthumous edition.
^37	 . Cameron (1995, 163-73). The metres in question are as follows. i. Phalaecian hendecasyllables (fr. 226 Pf), as in Theocr. Epig. 22 and epodically in Callim. Epig. 20. Only one line survives of this poem, so that it cannot be seen whether the hendecasyllables are stichic or not. ii. Iambic dimeter alternating with ithyphallic (fr. 227Pf; Iambi 6-7 are in iambic trimeters alternating with ithyphallics). iii. Stichic archebouleans (fr. 228 Pf), named for Archeboulos. iv. Stichic catalectic choriambic pentameter (fr. 229). Three of these poems are quoted in antiquity under their own titles, but never mentioned as part of a separate lyric book. The fourth, with its choriambic core, has the strongest lyric affiliation, but is not attested before Callimachus. All in all, the justification for regarding these as lyric poems is slight.
^38	 . In Lucilius other people’s ways of speaking are made fun of (83-93W, for example), as they are in Catullus (84). One of the books of Lucilius’ Satires, according to Porphyrio (on Hor. Odes 1.22.10), was called ‘Collyra’ after Lucilius’ mistress, because that was its theme. Another fragment (1041-2W) seems to come from a speech of erotic persuasion like that of Anacreon 417. Perhaps there was a narrative context, and perhaps the girl replied, turning Lucilius (if he it was) down in 1043-4W. In this case we would have a comic autobiographical tale comparable to that in Catullus 10. According to Varro (LL 6.69, cf. 898-9) there was a scene in which Lucilius persuaded a woman called Cretaea to undress of her own accord. Again, books 22 to 25 appear to have contained epigrams and epitaphs in elegiacs on freedmen and slaves known to or owned by Lucilius. Autobiographical anecdotes appear (a journey to Sicily in Book 3) as they do in Catullus. Among traces of other anecdotes, we see, in Book 11 according to Gellius who quotes them, the lines, conicere in versum dictum praeconis volebam / Grani (448-9W). This bears a general but clear resemblance to the gambit in Carm. 6: volo te ac tuos amores / ad caelum lepido vocare versu (6 16-7). Here Catullus teases Flavius about his activities with a girl, supposedly a rough one (in fact, the evidence that there was anything but an imaginary girl conjured up to tease Flavius is merely circumstantial). Perhaps Lucilius’ mockery of Granius was more abrasive (so it would seem from Granius’ appearance in Book 20), but the similarity remains. 
^39	 . See Lyne (1980, 20-1); however, note also Lieberg (1962, 47) for Lucilius as a partial precedent. The ideologically new substance of treating love as foedus, amicitia etc is especially apparent in the short elegiacs which in other respects – their indeterminate settings for example – are more akin to conventional epigram.
^40	 .  Cf. Leo (1908); Thomas (1984), 308-16.
^41	 . Jocelyn (1999, 335-376). 
^42	 . Archilochus appears – cryptically – in Lucilius 786W.
^43	 . See also Theocritus Epig. 19 and the Mimes of Herodas.
^44	 . Varro Men. 57, 219, 293, 358, 373, 401, 549; Calvus fr. 3 Courtney; Cinna fr. 10 Courtney; Pers. Praef.; Martial uses scazons in about 6% of the epigrams in the numbered books (see [n.30]).
^45	 . See Carm. 36.5; 40.2; 54,6; cf. Porphyrion at Hor. Odes 1.16.22, quoting an otherwise unknown Catullan hendecasyllable. The Catullan references occur in hendecasyllabic poems.
^46	 . See Anacreon 397 Page; used occasionally in the lyrics of tragedy (cf. Soph. Phil. 1140).
^47	 . Cf. Theocr. Epig. 22 and – alternating with another metre – Callimachus Epig. 38 and 40 Pf. The history of the hendecasyllable is a matter of some complexity; see Loomis (1972), 34-42; Jocelyn [n.41], 337-8. The metre was also used by a number of Catullus’ immediate precursors and contemporaries: Laevius, Varro (in the Menippean Satires), Calvus, Cinna, Cornificius, Furius Bibaculus, and Maecenas. 
^48	 . See Carm. 12.10; 42.1, both hendecasyllabic poems. Cf. Quint. 1.8.6; Pliny Ep. 4.14 for an association with obscenity. Tacitus uses the word carmina at Ann 4.34.8 to refer to poems by Bibaculus and Catullus abusing Caesar, irrespective of metre; cp. Cat. Carm. 57 in hendecasyllables and 93 in elegiacs.
^49	 . The hendecasyllable, however, does outweigh iambics in epigrammatic collections, and it is the hendecasyllable that becomes the archetypally un-epic metre; Morgan [n.34]. 
^50	 . Cf. Wray (2001), 9-11.
^51	 . In Latin there are two fragments of Catullus from a Priapic poem(s) (fr. 1-2 Mynors) a Priapus poem in App. Virg.(Priapea 3 = 86 Bücheler), and 4 lines of Maecenas (fr. 4 Courtney)
^52	 . In this period the glyconic marriage poem appears also in Calvus 4 and Ticida 1; cf. also Plautus Casina 815.
^53	 . Both Catullus and Lucretius claim this poem, Catullus treating the symptoms described as symptoms of love, Lucretius rather tendentiously as symptoms of fear (Lucr. 3.152ff).
^54	  See further, Jones: 2008.
^55	  In these concluding remarks, coming by a different route, I arrive at the same kind of conclusion as I reached on the basis of Carm. 46 in my earlier article (2008).
^56	 . Cf. Kostenko 2001; Hutchinson (2003).
